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Testimonial 

“As a TCSP-licensed corporate service provider, we use Nixplay Signage to display the names of our clients who use our 
registered office address service. Previously we used a traditional solution, but Nixplay Signage makes things really 
convenient. We no longer need to request several different people to update the content as it can all be managed 
centrally and uploaded seamlessly to the display." 

- Carolyn Lui, Head of Corporate Secretarial Services, A-Pass, Hong Kong 

 

The Customer 

Asia-Pacific Accounting & Secretarial Services Limited, or A-Pass, is a boutique corporate services firm established in 
Hong Kong by Andrew Burgin. The A-Pass team is composed of over 20 members, and they have helped more than 600 
portfolio companies set up and operate in Hong Kong since 2006. 
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A-Pass’ services include company formation, accounting, trade support, work visa applications, payroll, and bank account 
opening. They also offer a suite of corporate secretarial functions and can handle office facility setup for their clients. The 
A-Pass team prides itself on its flexibility, wide network, and breadth of local knowledge. 

  

In February 2019, the A-Pass team welcomed private investment firm Capricorn Capital as its major shareholder. This 
enabled the company to upgrade its systems, broaden their capabilities, and deliver even more value to their clients.  

 

The Challenge 

Following government-issued guidelines, A-Pass is mandated to display their client's profiles prominently. A-Pass initially 
used printed display solutions to show the names of their clients. Whenever the company acquires new clients or needs 
to modify the content of the existing signage, the team would assign staff to handle the disposal and replacement of the 
outdated display. 
  
This process proved to be time-consuming, inconvenient, and confusing for the employees as no one was singularly 
tasked to handle the display. The costs of printing and disposing of the signage also piled up. 

 

The Solution 

A-Pass decided to go digital by installing a 21" Nixplay Signage display in the office lobby. This enables the company to 
abide by the TCSP regulations easily. Nixplay’s cloud-based content management system enables A-Pass to update 
content instantly, allowing all necessary changes to be done in just a few clicks. 
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The Results 

By shifting to Nixplay Signage, A-Pass was able to modernize the way they showcase their clients. The A-Pass team can 
instantly update their signage whenever they acquire a new client, and can just as easily make changes to the existing 
content as needed. 
  
A-Pass’ adoption of digital signage also allowed them to reduce their paper consumption. Signage printing and disposal 
costs are eliminated from the company’s budget, saving the company a great deal of money. 
  
The Nixplay Signage CMS also enabled the A-Pass team to streamline the control of the displayed content. The 
company has designated a single team member to manage its Nixplay Signage account, avoiding conflict of roles.  
 

 

 Nixplay Signage offers out-of-the-box digital signage solutions. 
Contact us to learn more about how we can help you. 
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+1-415-299-6403  - Americas 

+44-800-689-1570 - UK and Europe 

+852-2548-8831  - APAC 
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